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1.

Introduction
1.1

Living Well Bromley is a caring community which aims to be a place where people
feel accepted, loved and valued. We also work to improve the quality of life for homeless and
or vulnerable adults from Bromley and the surrounding boroughs (known as ‘guests’)

1.2

Protecting personal information and being transparent about how we use it is important to
us. It is core to how we build and maintain trust in our work: the trust people place in us
when they approach us for advice and support, and the trust placed in us by people involved
in resourcing and delivering our work, including donors, volunteers, funders, partners,
employees, suppliers and other stakeholders.

1.3

This statement explains how we gather and use personal information, depending on your
relationship with Living Well Bromley and how the personal information is stored and
transmitted. For more information on data protection and your rights as an individual, see
https://ico.org.uk/

1.4

When you interact with Living Well Bromley, we will communicate how we collect and work
with your personal information in various ways. Such communications are underpinned by
this Data Protection Statement. We want to make it easy for you to find out more, and for
you to exercise your rights.

1.5

Please take the time to read this Data Protection Statement. As an organisation that gives
advice, we think it is important for people to understand how their personal information is
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used by organisations and what their rights are. If you are short of time, look first at the
things that apply to all personal data collected and used by Living Well Bromley, and then at
the sections that apply to your particular relationship(s) with us.
1.6

2.

Contact and further information
2.1

If you would like to contact us, please call our administrator on 020 8659 8991 (this line is
only monitored part time) or email hello@livingwell.life.

2.2

Living Well Bromley is a Charitable Incorporated Organisation registered in England under
Charity Number 1157385 Our registered office is at Living Well Bromley, 66 Lennard Road,
London SE20 7LX

2.3

We are registered with the Information Commissioner’s Office (ZA393564). See
https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/what-we-do/register-of-data-controllers/ for further details.

2.4

For all enquiries related to data protection and privacy, including your rights under data
protection legislation, please contact:

2.5

3.

4.

This Statement should be read in conjunction with Living Well Bromley’s Privacy Policy and
Data Use Retention & File Destruction policy.

•

Email: hello@livingwell.life

•

Post: Living Well Bromley, 66 Lennard Road, London SE20 7LX

•

Telephone (part time and answer machine): 020 8659 8991

When exercising your rights, it may be necessary for us to verify your identity before we can
respond. This is to protect your personal data and confidential information. We might ask
you to verify information we already know about you, or to provide documentary evidence of
your identify.

Whose personal data does Living Well Bromley collect and work with?
•

People getting advice, information and support from Living Well Bromley’s advocacy
team and those connected with them

•

Supporters, donors and individuals involved in our fundraising, campaigning and policy
work

•

Our volunteers, trustees and donors

•

Our employees and others working on our behalf

•

People representing partner organisations, funders and other stakeholders relevant to
our work, including our suppliers

•

People applying to work with us as volunteers

•

We do not hold information about children but do ask to see evidence of tax credits to
verify the number of children to be fed for those using our food banks.

Things that apply to all our processing of personal data
4.1

We collect and work with personal data. Personal data is information that can be used to
identify a living individual, such as names, addresses, phone numbers, e-mail addresses,
postcodes, case and client files, details of enquiries, IP addresses, location data, online
identifiers, national insurance, NHS, HMRC or other reference numbers or codes, pictures or
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other biometric data, service records, attendance lists, minutes of meetings, mailing lists,
bank account details and other financial records.
4.2

We need to collect and use personal data to provide advice, information and support
services, to fulfil our charitable objectives, to run the organisation efficiently and effectively,
to fundraise and generate income for our work, to meet our legal obligations and to contract
with individuals and organisations. We give more detail for each group of people listed in the
section above (Whose personal data does Living Well Bromley collect and work with?)
However, the following points apply to all personal data processed by us:
4.2.1

We only collect personal data that we need. If we need your consent to collect or use
your personal data, we will ensure that we have this consent from you.

4.2.2

We will do our best to keep personal information secure by taking appropriate
technical and organisational measures. All personal details are password protected
and backups are encrypted. Paper files are kept to a minimum and are locked in
secure cabinets. Our clear desk policy ensures papers are either secured or shredded
at the end of each working day. Information about guests is only shared within Living
Well Bromley on a need-to-know basis.

4.2.3

We will never sell personal information to third parties.

4.2.4

If we are asked by someone else for your contact or other details, we will not give
these unless you have already given consent. In such situations, we will ask that
person for their contact details and, with their permission, pass these to you so you
can decide whether or not to make contact.

4.2.5

We will never give personal data to third parties, with the following exceptions:
•

Where you have given us your consent to share your personal data, for example
to get help or advice related to your case or enquiry from another organisation

•

To further the legitimate interests of those seeking advice, information and
support from Living Well Bromley, for example sharing personal data of
volunteers and employees with third parties in the normal course of giving
advice, or processing the personal data of third parties involved in guests’ cases
and enquiries.

•

Where we use third party organisations to process your personal data on our
behalf as set out in this Date Protection Statement, for example organisations
that provide us with cloud-based ICT services. Such processing is governed by
written agreements.

•

Where we have legal obligations, for example, our legal obligations to prevent
terrorism and money laundering, or to provide personal data to HMRC.

•

In a life or death situation where we need to protect your vital interests or the
vital interests of a third party. For example if you needed urgent medical
assistance and were unable to give your consent to us seeking such assistance
on your behalf.

•

Where we have reasonable grounds for believing that not sharing personal
information will result in serious harm to you or a third party

•

Where we have good reason to believe there may be safeguarding issues

•

Where we judge that sharing personal information is justified for the prevention
of serious crime, in line with our Data Protection Statement and legitimate
charitable purposes.
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4.3

5.

We are committed to ensuring that suppliers who process personal data on Living Well
Bromley’s behalf as ‘data processors’ treat your personal data carefully and in accordance
with our written instructions and data protection legislation. We regularly review the written
agreements we have with organisations and individuals that process personal data on our
behalf. These include services such as postal delivery, e-mail communication, marketing
support, market research, data analysis, payment processing, data storage and backup,
payroll and other administrative and HR functions. They have access to personal information
needed to deliver the service, but may not use this personal information for other purposes.

What are my rights?
5.1

5.2

Under data protection legislation applying from 25 May 2018 (known as the General Data
Protection Regulation, or GDPR), you have the rights listed below.
•

The right to be informed – we inform you through this Data Protection Statement and
through other privacy-related communications, whether you interact with us in person,
by telephone, by e-mail, online or using other channels.

•

The right of access – you have the right to ask us for confirmation that your data is being
processed and to access this data (a ‘subject access request’).

•

The right to rectification – you have the right to have inaccurate or incomplete personal
data corrected or completed.

•

The right to erasure – you have the right in some circumstances to ask us to erase your
personal data (the ‘right to be forgotten’). Sometimes, this right may not apply, for
example when the personal data needs to be retained for insurance purposes, or in
relation to legal claims. It may be practically impossible to remove all references to you
from computer backups due to their nature, but we will ensure that data backups are
encrypted.

•

The right to restrict processing – you have the right to ask us to limit how we collect and
use your personal data, for example, to stop us deleting data that you might need in
relation to a legal claim.

•

The right to data portability – you have the right in some circumstances to be given your
personal data in a structured, commonly used and machine readable form. This only
applies to personal data you have given directly to us, where processing is carried out by
automated means, and where the personal data is being processed based on your
consent or in relation to a contract.

•

The right to object – you have the right in some circumstances to object to processing of
your personal data. This includes your right to object to processing that we justify as
being based on our legitimate interests; direct marketing; and processing of personal
data for research and statistical purposes.

•

Rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling – Living Well Bromley has
not identified any processing of personal data that currently involves solely automated
decision-making or profiling.

Get in touch as described in the ‘Contact and further information’ section if you wish to
exercise any of your rights. We will respond within one month, though in some
circumstances we may need to extend the time for a full response for a further two months.
You will not usually need to pay us for making the request.
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5.3

6.

7.

For further, independent information and detail about your rights, see https://ico.org.uk/forthe-public/

Security and measures to protect personal data, including secure disposal
6.1

We maintain appropriate levels of security in relation to the collection, storage and
disclosure of your personal data and confidential information. Information is stored securely
by Living Well Bromley in electronic files and databases on hard drives at our offices, off-site
locations and in the cloud. We also store information in paper files and records, though this is
kept to a minimum.

6.2

We have security measures in place to protect against the loss, misuse and alteration of
personal data under our control. These include:
•

limiting access to personal information to authorised individuals on a need-to-know
basis

•

encrypting information

•

protecting systems, drives, folders and files by passwords

•

physical security measures, and

•

storing files in a cloud-based system

6.3

While we cannot guarantee that loss, misuse or alteration of data will not occur while it is
under our control, we take appropriate measures to try to prevent this.

6.4

Any sensitive or special categories of data collected and used by us are only shared on a
need-to-know basis. In the course of providing our advice services, we may collect certain
categories of sensitive data, including details of ethnicity, disability, gender identity,
nationality, relationship status, religion/belief, and sexual orientation. We also record
detailed advocacy case notes, which are likely to contain sensitive information by their
nature. Such processing typically relates to our legitimate interests as an advice provider,
employer and in some limited circumstances, enables us to comply with our duty of care to
people who contribute to our work on a voluntary basis. In some situations, we will process
such data with your consent, for example when providing it to third party organisations in
connection with your advice and support needs.

How can I complain?
7.1

We want to improve the ways in which we work. Please tell us if something has gone wrong
or not happened as it should. We will try to put things right if we can. We also want to take
every opportunity to learn from your comments and feedback, both positive and negative.

7.2

Complaints can be made to Living Well Bromley, either in writing, email or by telephone
using the contact details given above in Contact and further information. If you wish to make
a complaint in person, you can either arrange to speak with a member of staff or a trustee
(as you think appropriate) and can arrange an appointment through Living Well Bromley’s
administrator using the contact details above. Alternatively, you can visit us on one of the
days that our foodbank is open (details are available from our website or our administrator),
though we cannot guarantee the person you want to speak with will be there unless an
appointment has been made. Please also see our Complaints Policy.
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7.3

8.

9.

You have the right to lodge a complaint with the Information Commissioner’s Office. For
more information, visit https://ico.org.uk/

What about personal data transferred to other countries?
8.1

At the time this policy was written, Living Well Bromley does not use cloud-based services
where personal data is contained solely within the European Economic Area (EEA). If we
decide to do so, it will only be with a provider that meets all GDPR and best practice criteria.

8.2

Living Well Bromley makes use of cloud-based services where personal data may be
transferred outside the EEA, including transfers to the United States of America. More
information can be found on the European Commission’s website. We only use data
processors that are part of the Privacy Shield framework or those which can verify that our
data is never processed outside the EEA. These data processors provide us with the following
services:
•

Calendar and appointment management

•

Electronic survey and online form processing services

•

Database hosting

•

E-mail services

•

Website management and hosting

•

Online platforms for processing payments and donations

•

Online payroll, accounting and banking services

People getting advice, information and support from Living Well Bromley
and those connected with them
Why do we collect and use personal data?
9.1

We do this to give advice, information and support and to enable us to provide other
services. We also gather some personal data to help us understand how to improve our
services, to resource our work and to promote our legitimate interests as a charity.

How do we justify this according to data protection legislation?
9.2

Our lawful bases for processing this data include: our legitimate interests as a charity
providing advice, information and support services and the legitimate interests of our guests;
the contracts and funding agreements we may have with other bodies where we have a
contractual agreement to share personal data of people using a particular advice or support
service; our legal obligations, including those related to social security regulations and social
welfare law, terrorism and money laundering; and your consent to process personal data for
particular purposes, including consent to receive direct marketing.

What kinds of personal data do we collect and use and where we do get them from?
9.3

We gather your personal information and the personal information of others involved in your
case or enquiry when you visit us in person, use our websites, complete printed paper forms,
speak to us on the telephone, complete surveys or questionnaires or communicate with us
by post, e-mail, online or other channels. Information is recorded in electronic files and
cloud-based case management systems, and a small amount in paper files. In line with the
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advice we give, some of this personal data is sensitive, relating to health, finances, social
welfare, employment, protected characteristics and other circumstances.
9.4

We use some of this sensitive information to generate anonymised reports and undertake
statistical analysis to identify and evidence the needs and issues faced by our guests and
resource our work. This could for example include the proportions or numbers of people
experiencing a particular type of problem, or with a given personal characteristic (such as
health condition or ethnicity). It can be used to see if there are types of people who do not
access our services, and allow us to try to address that.

9.5

We collect and use your personal data when you sign up for newsletters or other direct
marketing communications, including e-mail newsletters. We also collect and use your
personal data for administrative purposes, for example getting your feedback, informing or
reminding you of appointments and information relating to your advocacy case, telling you
about changes to our service and responding to complaints or concerns.

Who might your personal data be shared with?
9.6

We will only share the personal data of our guests with third parties when we have your
explicit consent, subject to the general exceptions listed in Things that apply to all our
processing of personal data.

9.7

We may also process the personal data of other people involved in the cases or enquiries of
our guests, for example, personal data relating to family members, friends, carers or support
workers.

9.8

Personal data may be passed to Living Well Bromley by our partner organisations and other
stakeholders involved in our work, for example in situations where you have given your
consent for information to be shared directly with us through referral. When you provide
your personal data to other organisations, you should check their privacy policies carefully.

How long do we keep personal data for?
9.9

We keep personal data related to guests for at least six full years after your last contact with
us. This enables us to protect both guests’ interests and the interests of Living Well Bromley
in regard to legal claims that may arise in relation to work carried out. For some personal
data, we may retain information for longer periods depending on our legal obligations, guest
instructions and any limitation periods that may apply to the case files concerned.

9.10 If you continue using Living Well Bromley’s services over a period of time, for example in
relation to a number of separate issues over a period of years, we will not erase personal
data in past case files whilst other more recent personal data is being retained. This is to
ensure continuity of service and avoid loss of information that may be relevant.
9.11 For more information, please see our Data Use, Retention and File Destruction Policy which is
available on request.

10.

Supporters, donors and individuals involved in our campaigning and policy
work
Why do we collect and use personal data?
10.1 We do this to process donations we may receive from you, to claim Gift Aid on these
donations and to update you on how your donations are being used. We collect and use your
personal data when processing event bookings and setting up direct debits or standing
orders. We use your personal data to engage with you as a supporter of our work, for
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example to provide you with information about our activities, to tell you about how you can
support our work and to record the contacts that we have with you. We collect and use your
personal data so that you can participate in our policy and campaigning work, including
surveys or research activities.
10.2 We collect and use your personal data when you sign up for newsletters or other direct
marketing communications, including e-mail newsletters. We may also collect and use your
personal data for administrative purposes, for example responding to complaints or
concerns.

How do we justify this according to data protection legislation?
10.3 Our lawful bases for processing this data include: your consent to collect and use your
personal data, including your consent to receive direct marketing communications; our
legitimate interests as a charity, including monitoring who we deal with to protect Living Well
Bromley against fraud, money laundering and other risks; the contracts we may have with
you that relate to paid-for events; and our legal obligations, for example, meeting statutory
requirements when processing Gift Aid payments.

What kinds of personal data do we collect and use and where we do get them from?
10.4 We collect your personal information when you visit us in person, use our websites,
complete printed paper forms, speak to us on the telephone, make donations, attend events,
complete surveys or questionnaires or communicate with us by post, e-mail or other online
channel. Information is recorded in paper files, electronic files and cloud-based databases.
The personal data we collect will include financial information when you make a donation,
set up a direct debit or standing order, or leave us a legacy in your will.
10.5 We may receive information about you from third parties, for example from a friend who
wants to send you information about our work or book an event on your behalf.

Who might your personal data be shared with?
10.6 We will only share your personal data with third parties with your explicit consent, subject to
the general exceptions listed in Things that apply to all our processing of personal data. Such
sharing of personal data with your consent might include sharing your personal details with
another named organisation if we run an event or activity in collaboration with them.

How long do we keep personal data for?
10.7 We keep personal data that relates to financial records, including paid-for events, for at least
six years from the end of the last financial year they relate to for Living Well Bromley’s
accounting purposes. Some financial information may be kept for longer, for example
information related to legacy gifts. See also our policy on Data use, retention and file
destruction.
10.8 We will retain other personal data related to your support for and engagement with Living
Well Bromley for a period of at least six years since the date of your last engagement with us.
We will ensure that you can simply and easily withdraw your consent to be sent information
about our work and to indicate your preference for receiving communications in a particular
format. If you withdraw your consent or change your preferences, we may retain a record of
your withdrawal of consent or change of preferences for a period of six years from the date
you notified us: this helps us maintain accurate records and ensure that information is not
sent to you in error when you have withdrawn consent.
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11.

Our volunteers, trustees and patrons
Why do we collect and use personal data?
11.1 To engage with you as a volunteer, trustee or patron, including your recruitment, induction,
training and the activities you undertake in your role. We collect and use personal data for
management and administrative purposes and for internal record keeping, such as the
management and facilitation of volunteer activity, safeguarding, conflicts of interest, seeking
your feedback, dealing with complaints and to further the charitable aims of Living Well
Bromley, including the legitimate interests of those we support.

How do we justify this according to data protection legislation?
11.2 Our lawful bases for processing this data include our legitimate interests as a charity and the
legitimate interests of our guests, including: supporting you effectively in your role and
fulfilling our duty of care to you; ensuring that Living Well Bromley operates effectively and
efficiently; and monitoring those who volunteer on Living Well Bromley’s behalf to protect
the organisation against fraud, money laundering, conflicts of interest and other risks. We
process personal data on the basis of our legal obligations, for example complying with our
reporting requirements as a registered charity. We also process your personal data based on
your consent, including your consent to receive direct marketing communications.

What kinds of personal data do we collect and use and where we do get them from?
11.3 We collect and use your personal information when you express an interest in volunteering
or acting as a trustee or patron and when you undertake such roles and activities. We collect
and use your personal data when you visit us in person, use Living Well Bromley’s computer
and communication systems and cloud-based services, websites, complete printed paper
forms, speak to us on the telephone, attend events, complete surveys or questionnaires or
communicate with us by post, e-mail, online or other channels. Information is recorded in
paper files, electronic files and cloud-based databases. The personal data we collect will
include information to assess your suitability to undertake the role in question, and may
include processing of sensitive data and personal data relating to criminal offences and
convictions, including data processed in relation to the safeguarding of children and
vulnerable adults. We will also process data to enable us to fulfil our duty of care to you, for
example, information about any particular health, access or communication needs. We may
process your personal data to further the legitimate interests of our guests, for example
providing your contact details to partner organisations. We may process your personal data
to reimburse expenses incurred in undertaking your role for us.
11.4 We may receive information about you from third parties, for example from a friend who
thinks you might be interested in volunteering, or someone who provides you with a
reference when you apply to volunteer with us. We may make use of personal data that is
publicly available to communicate with you about voluntary opportunities at Living Well
Bromley.

Who might your personal data be shared with?
11.5 We may take up references for any trustee, volunteer or patron undertaking activities for
Living Well Bromley during your recruitment. We may also need to share your personal data,
for example as part of safeguarding checks, to enable you to undertake particular activities
for Living Well Bromley. This will be done in line with the written hopes and expectations
associated with the role to which you have been recruited and in consultation with the
person responsible for your recruitment, supervision and support. Personal data of trustees
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and directors will be shared with the Charity Commission and Companies House in line with
our legal obligations.

How long do we keep personal data for?
11.6 We keep application forms and interview notes for unsuccessful volunteer and trustee
applications for six months. Records of successful applicants will be transferred to the
appropriate volunteer or trustee record.
11.7 We keep personal data that relates to financial records, including reimbursement of
expenses, for at least six years from the end of the last financial year they relate to for Living
Well Bromley’s accounting purposes.
11.8 We will retain other personal data related to your activities as a trustee, volunteer or patron
for Living Well Bromley for a period of at least six years since the date you last undertook
activity on our behalf. Some data, for example minutes of trustee meetings, or records of
people volunteering for Living Well Bromley listed in our annual report will be kept
permanently for historical and archiving purposes.
11.9 We will ensure that you can simply and easily withdraw your consent to being sent
information about voluntary activities and to indicate your preference for receiving
communications in a particular format. If you withdraw your consent or change your
preferences, we may retain a record of your withdrawal of consent or change of preferences
for a period of six years from the date you notified us: this helps us maintain accurate records
and ensure that information is not sent to you in error when you have withdrawn consent.

12.

People representing partner organisations, funders and other stakeholders
relevant to our work, including our suppliers
Why do we collect and use personal data?
12.1 We collect and use your personal data to engage with you as a Living Well Bromley partner,
funder, supplier or stakeholder. We collect and use personal data to network and undertake
joint activities where we have common interests, to manage our existing income effectively
and generate new income for our work, to purchase and use services and products for Living
Well Bromley’s purposes, and to publicise and promote our work. This includes telling you
about changes to our activities and services and work to analyse and improve the services we
offer. We may also collect and use personal data when undertaking work on behalf of
individual guests of Living Well Bromley.

How do we justify this according to data protection legislation?
12.2 Our lawful bases for processing this data include our legitimate interests as a charity and the
legitimate interests of our guests, including: working with other organisations and individuals
in line with our charitable objectives; ensuring that Living Well Bromley operates effectively
and efficiently; and monitoring our activities to protect the organisation against fraud,
money laundering, conflicts of interest and other risks. We process personal data on the
basis of our legal obligations, for example complying with accounting requirements and
reporting requirements as a registered charity. We process personal data on the basis of the
contracts that we may have with you that relate to provision of services or products. We also
process your personal data based on your consent, including your consent to receive direct
marketing communications.

What kinds of personal data do we collect and use and where we do get them from?
10

12.3 Your information may be shared with us by other organisations, individuals, Living Well
Bromley’s guests, employees and volunteers, for example when developing joint projects or
undertaking networking activities, or when you have been involved in a guest’s case. We may
receive updated contact information from third parties so that we can correct our records
and engage with you more easily.
12.4 We may combine information you provide to us with information available from public
sources or records in order to gain a better understanding of organisations and individuals
who may be interested in engaging with us. This helps us to generate new income to support
our work and deliver our services more effectively.

Who might your personal data be shared with?
12.5 We may share personal data with third parties to further our legitimate interests as a charity
and the legitimate interests of our guests. This might include details of your work in relation
to Living Well Bromley’s guests, or other personal data as set out in our contractual terms
and conditions. We may also share your personal data with third parties with your explicit
consent, subject to the general exceptions listed in Things that apply to all our processing of
personal data.

How long do we keep personal data for?
12.6 We keep personal data that relates to financial records, including provision of services or
products, for at least six years from the end of the last financial year they relate to for Living
Well Bromley accounting purposes.
12.7 We will retain other personal data related to your engagement with Living Well Bromley for a
period of at least six years since the date of your last engagement with us. We will ensure
that you can simply and easily withdraw your consent to be sent information about our
products and services and to indicate your preference for receiving communications in a
particular format. If you withdraw your consent or change your preferences, we may retain a
record of your withdrawal of consent or change of preferences for a period of six years from
the date you notified us: this helps us maintain accurate records and ensure that information
is not sent to you in error when you have withdrawn consent.

13.

Our employees and others undertaking paid work on our behalf
Why do we collect and use personal data?
13.1 We collect and use personal data to engage with you as an employee, worker, self-employed
person or contractor in relation to the work you undertake in these roles, including
associated recruitment and selection processes. We collect and use personal data to fulfil our
responsibilities as an employer, and for management and administrative purposes including
personnel and HR functions, payment and payroll, the supervision and monitoring of work,
safeguarding, conflicts of interest, seeking your feedback, dealing with complaints, to further
the charitable aims of Living Well Bromley and the legitimate interests of those we support.

How do we justify this according to data protection legislation?
13.2 Our lawful bases for processing this data include our legitimate interests as an employer and
charity and the legitimate interests of our guests. These legitimate interests include: ensuring
that Living Well Bromley operates effectively and efficiently; monitoring our activities to
protect the organisation against fraud, money laundering, conflicts of interest and other
risks. We also process personal data on the basis of our legal obligations, for example
complying with accounting and reporting requirements as an employer, a registered charity
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and company limited by guarantee. We process some personal data on the basis of the
contracts Living Well Bromley has with you that relate to your employment or work for us.
We also process some personal data based on your consent, including your consent to
receive direct marketing communications.

What kinds of personal data do we collect and use and where we do get them from?
13.3 We collect and use personal data during the course of your work for Living Well Bromley,
including: recruitment and selection records; use of Living Well Bromley’s computer and
communication systems and cloud-based services; time recording; personnel and HR records,
including those related to disability, health, performance and supervision; and other personal
data required in order to contract with you, including personal data related to your right to
work in the UK and financial details to enable us to make payments to you. Some of your
personal data may be sourced from recruitment agencies and publicly-available sources
during recruitment and selection processes. We collect sensitive personal data, in some cases
including personal data relating to criminal offences and convictions, and personal data
processed in relation to the safeguarding of children and vulnerable adults. We will also
process data to enable us to fulfil our duty of care to you as an employee, worker, selfemployed person or contractor, for example, information about any particular health, access
or communication needs.

Who might your personal data be shared with?
13.4 We will share your data with other organisations and individuals to comply with our legal
obligations. We will also share your data with organisations that undertake data processing
on our behalf, including HR and personnel functions such as payroll administration. In some
circumstances we may need to share your personal data to further the legitimate interests of
Living Well Bromley and our guests, for example in situations where you are representing a
client at tribunal or where you are undertaking work that requires interaction with third
party organisations.

How long do we keep personal data for?
13.5 We keep the following types of personal data for at least six years since the date of the last
record: accident books and records; accounting records; income tax and National Insurance
returns, correspondence with HMRC; records of notifiable events in relation to retirement
benefit schemes; maternity pay records; wage and salary records; and working time records.
13.6 Certain types of record will be kept for longer periods, including records related to pension
schemes and pensioners, which will be kept for 12 years from the date pension benefits
cease, and records related to parental leave, which will be kept for 18 years from the birth of
the child. If records involve the control of lead, asbestos, other hazardous substances or
ionising radiation, special rules apply and records will be kept for periods in excess of 40
years, see https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/fundamentals/people/hr/keeping-recordsfactsheet.
13.7 Certain types of records will be kept permanently, including: health and safety assessments
and consultations; and senior executive records.
13.8 We keep application forms and interview notes for unsuccessful job applicants for 12
months. Records of successful job applicants will be transferred to their personnel file.
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14.

People visiting our website and interacting with us on social media
Why do we collect and use personal data?
14.1 At the time of writing this document, we do not collect and use personal data to analyse the
use of our websites and ensure their content is presented in the most effective manner for
you and your device (cookies). We also do not use Google Analytics or other services to
collect information about how our websites are used such as how often users visit our
websites, what pages they visit when they do so, and how they use our content online. If we
introduce cookies or website analysis in future, this will be explicit on the website and give
website users information about what data is collected and used and how they can change
their preferences.
14.2 Our website contains links to other websites belonging to third parties and we sometimes
choose to participate in social networking websites including, but not limited to, Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram.
14.3 Some areas are designed to allow you to submit personal data, for example to contact us for
help or to offer support as a volunteer or donor. We take your privacy very seriously and data
gathered via this channel is collected using a secure and encrypted connection.
14.4 We check all companies who process data on our behalf to ensure that they are part of the
Privacy Shield framework if they process data outside the EEA.

How do we justify this according to data protection legislation?
14.5 You don’t have to disclose any of this information to browse our websites. However, if you
choose to withhold requested information, we may not be able to provide you with certain
services. When submitting personal data using online forms, the way we use that data
subsequently is determined by your relationship(s) to us as described elsewhere in this Data
Protection Statement.

What kinds of personal data do we collect and use and where we do get them from?
14.6 This is determined by your relationship(s) to us as described elsewhere in this Data
Protection Statement.

Who might your personal data be shared with?
14.7 Your personal data may be recorded by the company who hosts the Living Well Bromley
website. If you use social media services such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, you
should be aware of their privacy policies and practices.
14.8 Otherwise, this is determined by your relationship(s) to us as described elsewhere in this
Data Protection Statement.

How long do we keep personal data for?
14.9 This is determined by your relationship(s) to us as described elsewhere in this Data
Protection Statement.

15.

Children and young people
15.1 If people under the age of 18 request advocacy or other services from Living Well Bromley,
they will be referred on or signposted to an appropriate agency. Only details needed to make
the referral will be taken, and these will not be kept after the referral is accepted. A case
note may be made for future reference, but this will only record the young person’s first
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name or nickname, and details of any adults involved in assisting the young person such as
case workers) may be recorded in those case notes.
15.2 Children may accompany their parent/s or guardian/s to Living Well Bromley whilst the adult
is accessing services on the basis that they are responsible for the child/ren. This is
acceptable and is in line with our commitment to be open to all, including those who are
looking after children. In such cases, the children will not be seen as guests as they are not
accessing services for themselves.
15.3 Living Well Bromley may record that there are children on the premises, but will do so
without taking the children’s details.
15.4 Otherwise, Living Well Bromley does not accept people under the age of eighteen as guests,
and records no information about them other than recording the number of children living
with adults who need food and other items from the foodbank. This will be checked by a
parent or guardian showing us child tax credit documents, but no details are recorded other
than the number of children and the date we saw the documents.
15.5 When an advocacy case has a specific connection with children (such as child tax credits or
child maintenance), their information will be recorded within advocacy case notes as the
case requires.
15.6 If you are aged 16 or under and would like to participate in an event, make a donation or get
involved with supporting our work, please make sure that you have the permission of your
parent, guardian or person with parental responsibility. You must be accompanied by your
parent, guardian or person with parental responsibility whilst you are present at any Living
Well Bromley activity.
15.7 You need to have this before giving us your personal information. You also need to make
sure that you have the permission of the card holder if making a donation by card. If we find
out that you do not have permission, we will ask you to get permission.

16.

Changes to this Data Protection Statement and our Privacy Policy
16.1 We keep our Privacy Policy under regular review. Any significant changes will be reflected in
this Data Protection Statement, which will be available via our website and through other
channels.

17.

Review
17.1 This policy and procedure will be reviewed by the Trustees nine months after initially being
adopted and thereafter every two years.
17.2 We will review this policy and procedure to address legislative, regulatory, best practice or
operational issues.
Date adopted:

27 September 2019

Last reviewed:

27 September 2019

Next review:

March 2020
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